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Antibody-mediated defense mechanisms play an important role in combating malaria infection attacking the parasite at multiple life cycle stages. By reducing
parasitemia and clinical symptoms, humoral responses are the key immune effector mechanisms at the pathogenic asexual blood stage. Intensive research
focusses on the identification of target antigens of protective anti-plasmodial immune responses, but the entire picture is still incomplete.

High-density peptide microarrays represent an emerging tool, which can be applied to screen a large diversity of linear and conformational antibody
epitopes. The technology provides a multifaceted application spectrum, where antibody reactivities to tens of thousands of peptides can be monitored
simultaneously in a single assay. We used the peptide microarray technology to better characterize epitopes associated with naturally acquired immunity
(NAI). We analyzed the peptide array profiles of serum samples from individuals living in a malaria-endemic area and compared the responses to malaria-
naïve individuals. The results show distinct antibody patterns according to immune status for peptides predicted by applying different algorithms, as well as for
peptides derived from well-known vaccine candidates. We demonstrated that peptide arrays can be applied as a novel screening method for the identification
of new immunogenic antibody epitopes. The discovery of the antigens and/or antigenic motifs that are responsible for protective immune responses will
ultimately create new opportunities for vaccine development.
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Figure 1. Applied approaches to profile antibody responses in naturally acquired immunity. We selected 12 P.

falciparum proteins (3D7 strain), which are known vaccine candidates, and mapped them as overlapping peptides on

arrays. Pre-selected peptides derived from the P. falciparum proteome were also printed on arrays. Peptide

microarrays were probed with sera from Malaria-naïve, European individuals (Control) and Malaria-exposed

individuals from Nouna, Burkina Faso. Significantly recognized epitopes were identified applying an asinh

transformation followed by a two-sided Welch’s t-test.

Benefits

• very low material consumption 

• high spot density / high content (1,200 peptides/cm2)

• digital printing flexibility, fast production times

• high peptide quality with routine double couplings

Figure 2. High-density PEPperCHIP® peptide microarrays are generated by digital laser printing on standard

glass slides using a proprietary laser printer comprising 24 cartridges filled with individual amino acid toners. For

array production, the amino acid toners are simultaneously printed with high precision on their respective positions

on the glass slides (1). Peptide synthesis is initiated by melting the toner particles at 90°C (2) releasing amino acids

which are then available for coupling to the previous amino acid. Subsequent washing steps remove excess building

blocks (3). Finally, the protection group is removed (4).

Figure 4. Individual antibody responses against the top p-value peptides comparing malaria positive and malaria negative samples from

respective approaches. The vaccine candidate approach rendered 8 peptides with a p-value <10-3, the bioinformatics approach 15 peptides

with p-value <10-3. Individual transformed IgG reactivities are shown in a heat map (for Malaria negative, Malaria positive and Control). The

mean transformed reactivities are shown as bar charts (blue: mean transformed reacitivies Malaria negative; red: mean transformed

reactivities Malaria positive).

The tables show the age adjustment for the respective top hit peptides. The association between parasite density (log10 transformed) as

the dependent variable and the peptide and age as explanatory variables was analyzed by applying a multivariable regression analysis. Age

was stratified into three groups (0-10, 11-20 and 20+ years) based on sample size and taking into account the development of NAI against

malaria with age. The majority of the top hit peptides still reach statistical significance after age adjustment (red highlights p-value < 0.05).

� First study using high-density peptide arrays to profile anti-plasmodial

antibody responses in NAI against linear epitopes

� Identification of novel, highly immunogenic epitopes in both well-

known vaccine candidates and previously uncharacterized antigens Jaenisch T*., Heiss K*. et al., 2019

� The peptide-based approach allows to unravel differential

antibody binding to specific epitopes which might be missed

when using the entire antigen

Figure 3. Heat-maps show the mean fluorescence intensity for each individual peptide detected for the respective group. C;

Control (Malaria-naïve, n=6). +; Individuals with high parasitemia assuming low immunity (>2000 P/µl; n=10). -; Individuals with

low parasitemia assuming NAI (<200 P/µl; n=17). For the vaccine approach, a comparison of the results with the literature for

selected antigens is shown. Described immunogenic sequence stretches are shown in blue. Identified epitopes from the vaccine

approach are shown in orange (p-value <0.05) and red (p-value <0.01).
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